3 Countries, 3 Experiences, 3 New Green Pearls
Discover Germany, Switzerland and Cambodia

Darmstadt, 3rd March 2016. Green travel is diverse, rich in variety and full of surprises - the newest members of the Green Pearls collection with unique architecture and fantastic green initiatives prove exactly that. From glamour tents in Cambodia, to royal sleep in Switzerland all the way to Alpine dreams in Germany: conscious travel has many facets.

Glamping in the rainforest

An authentic jungle adventure awaits travelers at 4 Rivers Floating Lodge in Cambodia. Surrounded by the spectacular nature of the Cardamom Mountains, the biodiversity of the rainforest and azure-blue water, the 12 striking tent villas are the embodiment of glamping! Here, glamorous campers experience the perfect combination of sustainable comfort and unforgettable experiences.

Travelers discover untouched Cambodia best actively in a canoe on the Tatai River or during a jungle tour searching for tigers and crocodiles. In the spacious tent, guests are in the middle of the magnificent surroundings - one can hardly be closer
to nature! The eco-friendly lodge is designed and sustainably retained, so that it could be taken down in no time - without leaving a single trace behind.
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**Once upon a time... Royal sleep in Switzerland**

To feel like royalty for one short moment? **Schloss Wartegg** at Lake Constance makes this dream come true in a marvelous manner. Swiss hosts Imelda Senn and Richard Butz welcome their guests on the fairytale property with almost 500 years of history. A magical English park with bubbling water features and impressive greenery belongs to the castle.

After a pleasant stroll, guests enjoy a cup of organic tea and a piece of homemade "flade" (Swiss for sheet cake) on the terrace and gaze dreamingly over the heavenly scenery of the surrounding untouched nature. Later, 25 lovingly arranged rooms and suites with natural materials and mattresses cater for a true Sleeping Beauty night.
A dream in Alpine

Surrounded by high mountains and wide nature, HUBERTUS Alpin Lodge & Spa in Bavarian Balderschwang fascinates with sustainable architecture, family-like atmosphere, authenticity and diversity. After an individually put together local breakfast, guests can assiduously hike, ski or take part in yoga retreats - depending on personal liking and season.

After an exciting day in the Alpine area, guests find relaxation in the spacious Alpin Spa, which invites with different saunas and feel-good treatments. Constructed out of white pine, the spa area emphasizes the holistic focus of the hotel concerning the use of natural materials. Insider’s tip: for guests of the Adlerhorst Suite, a personal free-standing wooden bathtub is only a few steps away.

The German Green Pearls GmbH with place of business in Darmstadt, Germany unifies international tourism companies that support environmental protection and demonstrate social commitment. Thereby, Green Pearls is the first holding company worldwide that consolidates sustainable hotels, a destination and restaurants in a global data source.

Among the criteria of admission to Green Pearls, are a sustainability plan on management level, sustainable architecture, comprehensive water, energy saving and waste recovery measures, the use of seasonal and regional ingredients in the kitchen, as well as a large commitment for the social balance in each of the vacation regions.

If you are looking for media images in high resolution please click [here](#). Further
information about Green Pearls on [www.greenpearls.com](http://www.greenpearls.com), on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and Pinterest as well as on the [Green Pearls Blog](http://www.greenpearls.com).
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